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ABSTRACT
Online medical crowdfunding campaigns (OMCCs) help patients
seek fnancial support. First impressions (FIs) of an OMCC, including perceived empathy, credibility, justice, impact, and attractiveness, could afect viewers’ donation decisions. Images play a
crucial role in manifesting FIs, and it is benefcial for fundraisers
to understand how viewers may judge their selected images for
OMCCs beforehand. This work proposes a data-driven approach to
assessing whether an OMCC image conveys appropriate FIs. We
frst crowdsource viewers’ perception of OMCC images. Statistical
analysis confrms that agreement on all fve dimensions of FIs exists, and these FIs positively correlate with donation intention. We
compute image content, color, texture, and composition features,
then analyze the correlation between these visual features and FIs.
We further predict FIs based on these features, and the best model
achieves an overall F1-score of 0.727. Finally, we discuss how our
insights could beneft fundraisers and possible ethical concerns.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Online medical crowdfunding platforms (OMCPs), such as GoFundMe [42], Qingsongchou [95], and Shuidichou [108], ofer an
opportunity for patients and/or caregivers to seek fnancial support
via the Internet [16]. Figure 1 is an example of an online medical
crowdfunding campaign (OMCC) shared on Twitter. A patient or related persons, often the patient’s family or friend(s), denoted as the
fundraiser, can initiate an OMCC by selecting image(s) of patients
and describing the reasons for seeking fnancial support. Then the
fundraiser would share the OMCC on social media platforms to
persuade viewers to further read the campaign in the OMCP in the
hope of receiving donations.
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Figure 1: Example of a fundraiser sharing an OMCC on Twitter. The viewer can click the link to check the campaign’s details in the OMCP and decide whether to donate. For privacy
concerns, we have obscured sensitive information (apply to
all images in this work). In this fgure, we paraphrase the
textual information to further protect user privacy.
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Existing research indicates that frst impressions conveyed by
an online crowdfunding campaign could afect viewers’ donation
decisions to a great extent [24, 105]. From viewers’ perspective,
the perceived frst impressions determine their initial interest in a
crowdfunding campaign, and proper frst impressions would encourage them to explore more facts about the campaign (e.g., clicking the link as shown in Figure 1) [135]. Whether or not viewers
decide to make a contribution may depend on the details they read,
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but bad frst impressions are likely to lose their attention in the
frst place [115]. Proper frst impressions of OMCCs, as suggested
by [23, 37, 69, 74, 114], could stimulate viewers’ feelings of empathy,
credibility, justice, impact, and attractiveness. For example, making
viewers feel empathetic towards a medical campaign is positively
correlated with their donation intentions [74].
To ensure the success of OMCCs, it is essential to ofer assistance
to fundraisers to improve the delivery of proper frst impressions.
Images play a critical role in building the frst impression for viewers [24, 58] and could infuence their subsequent behaviors (e.g.,
whether to read the detailed description of the campaign) and ultimately the monetary contribution. Traditionally, fundraisers can
receive general guidance from OMCPs about preparing the images
(especially the cover image) for the OMCC to present the patients’
conditions and needs to the viewers. Take the GoFundMe platform
as an example, the platform prompts users that photos should be
visually appealing and high-quality [43]. However, fundraisers often have to anticipate viewers’ perception towards their choice
of photos based on their limited experience [61, 63, 88], and the
impressions they try to manifest may not match the expectations of
potential donors, e.g., they may overemphasize the emotional narratives for viewers [62]. Although previous works have indicated that
certain image elements, such as the patient’s gender [98] and facial
expression [131], are correlated to the perceived frst impressions
and could infuence the performance of OMCCs, it is still difcult
for fundraisers to implement such empirical suggestions. On the
one hand, some elements (including the gender of the patient) can
not be changed by fundraisers. On the other hand, the efect of one
image on perceived impressions is usually the interplay of various
visual features [60, 124]. In brief, it would be benefcial for the
OMCC fundraisers to understand what contents could be shown in
the images and how viewers might judge their campaigns [63], but
few practical guidelines are readily available.
The success of computational image assessment in other scenarios concerning user perception, such as brand personality [127]
and animation engagement [126], motivates us to explore the possibility of deriving a computational model of general viewers’ frst
impressions of medical campaign images. To this end, we frst sample 450 OMCC images from a large collection of campaign cover
pictures on the GoFundMe website. We then gather crowdsourced
user perception ratings on diferent dimensions of frst impressions
(i.e., empathy, credibility, justice, impact, and attractiveness), and
viewers’ donation intent given the OMCC images. With this annotated image dataset, we seek answers to the following research
questions: RQ1) Can viewers form consistent frst impressions and
projected donation intentions given OMCC images? RQ2) What
are the relations between diferent frst impressions and the perceived intent to donate? RQ3) What are the relations between
visual features and diferent frst impressions? RQ4) Can we build
a computational model for predicting viewer’s frst impressions
of OMCC images? And if yes to RQ4, RQ5) What are the visual
features that contribute the most to predicting the frst impressions
of OMCC images?
Our analysis of ratings obtained from crowd workers shows
that consistent impressions towards an individual OMCC image
could exist. Moreover, these impression ratings are positively correlated with the donation intention, which implies the possibility
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of evaluating candidate pictures on these fve dimensions of the
frst impressions to help the fundraiser select a proper cover image
for an OMCC. Next, we collect a series of image features, including
content-based, color-based, texture-based, and composition-based
features, and examine their relations with frst impression ratings by
Spearman correlation analysis. Results suggest that all four feature
sets are correlated with viewers’ frst impressions toward OMCC
images, which is also confrmed by crowd workers’ rationale for
their ratings. We then formulate the frst impression modeling as
a classifcation task (above/below mean of crowdsourced ratings
in each impression), and train multiple models. The best one, Random Forest, achieves an overall F1-score of 0.727. By combining
results from model feature importance analysis and the previous
correlation analysis, our work highlights the essential role of image
content features and color features for the manifestation of frst impressions. We acknowledge that our fndings might be exploited for
deception in OMCCs. As indicated in the literature, ethical concerns
exist in the context of OMCCs, including fraudulent and abusive use
of the campaign and privacy disclosure [110, 111, 133]. However,
very little work has discussed the possible ethical impact of the
image element – the focus of this paper – in a medical campaign.
We summarize the ethical concerns of our work, elaborate on possible solutions to address them, and discuss design implications for
fundraisers and OMCPs.
Our main contributions are three folds:
• We conduct crowdsourced experiments to investigate how
humans perceive images in medical campaigns and explore
computational models of viewers’ perceptions using datadriven methods.
• We compile a list of frst impressions related to donation
behavior in OMCCs based on the literature survey and analyze the relations between these frst impressions and the
donation intention.
• We analyze the relations between visual features and viewers’ frst impressions, and model viewers’ frst impressions
for OMCC images via the data-driven approach. We also
discuss the ethical implications of our fndings. Our insights
could beneft OMCC fundraisers in better preparing campaigns and have implications for the future design of OMCPs.

2

RELATED WORK

Crowdfunding is a practice of raising funds for a campaign from a
large number of people, typically through the Internet [9]. Online
crowdfunding campaigns can be classifed into diferent categories
by their purposes. About one-third of campaigns on a typical crowdfunding platform are fnancing for medical expenses [79]; they are
denoted as online medical crowdfunding campaigns (OMCCs) in
this paper. Compared with other types of crowdfunding such as
those soliciting funds for a creative project or a start-up business,
OMCCs are donation-based and donors have no expectation of
reward [107]. Common examples of online medical crowdfunding
platforms (OMCPs) are GoFundme, Shuidichou, and Qingsonghcou.
GoFundMe has the greatest impact in scale [98].
In this section, we frst introduce the role of frst impressions for
OMCCs and survey the core frst impressions related to donation
behaviors. This forms the research foundation of this paper. Then
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Figure 2: The workfow of this study. We frst scrape OMCCs from the GoFundMe platform and sample OMCC images. We then
crowdsource viewers’ frst impressions and donation intention toward the given image. We analyze the received ratings, and
the correlation between viewers’ perceived frst impressions and donation intention. We encode visual features, and analyze
the relations between these visual features and the perceived frst impressions. Finally, we model the frst impressions of
OMCC images with the extracted and manually annotated features, and analyze contributing factors for prediction.
we demonstrate the importance of image for frst impression manifestation in OMCCs, and identify the existing gaps for fundraisers
to prepare the image for OMCCs. Finally, we investigate the existing
applications and techniques of visual perception modeling.

2.1

First Impressions of OMCC

First impressions are vital for decision-making in multiple domains
of human-computer interaction, such as commercial crowdfunding [135] and online tourism [76]. Establishing the proper frst
impressions about the crowdfunding project is the preliminary step
for viewers to explore further details about the campaign, and eventually, they might consider making monetary contributions [135].
As there is no existing framework on what are critical frst impressions for OMCCs, in this paper, we borrow theories that may
infuence viewers’ donation behaviors in the domain of pro-social
behaviors, charity behaviors, and donation-based crowdfundings.
According to our survey, frst impressions that might be correlated
with viewers’ donation intentions include perceived empathy, credibility, justice, impact, and attractiveness [23, 37, 69, 74, 114]. This
section introduces the meaning of these fve frst impressions and
their potential relationship with the donation intention.
The perceived empathy measures the level of compassion felt by
the potential donor for the campaign owner or patient [52]. Past
literature in pro-social behavior has theorized perceived empathy
from the emotional state (i.e., feel what others feel) and cognitive
perspective (i.e., understand and evaluate others’ situation and intention) [26, 27, 35, 38, 53]. In accordance with both defnitions, past
research suggests that perceived empathy can prompt people’s prosocial behavior (e.g., involving in charitable causes) [6, 7, 23, 35, 69].
In the scenario of OMCCs,diferent components of a campaign are

associated with perceived empathy, such as campaign’s popularity [74] and facial emotions of people in the picture [131].
The perceived credibility for OMCCs refers to potential donors’
trust towards an online campaign, which improves donation results
through enhancing persuasion [123]. As suggested by literature in
the domain of charity, potential donors tend to trust the campaigns
owned or endorsed by their friends [63]. Kim et al. [62] further
identify the picture as an important source for viewers to establish
credibility towards the OMCC. Therefore, we investigate whether
and how the perceived credibility could be formed solely based on
the OMCC image.
The perceived justice refects whether the potential donors understand the fundraisers’ situation, and further feel it is fair to
donate to them [69]. The perceived justice would positively infuence the donation intention if the fundraiser successfully makes
potential donors feel deserving to help them and vice versa [131].
For example, viewers may feel it is unjust to donate to the fundraiser
if viewers think the fundraiser’s fault causes the current status.
The perceived impact, also known as perceived utility or efcacy,
is a mechanism used in charitable giving, which stands for whether
viewers feel that help could make great diferences for the target
campaign [31, 37]. Campaigns that require a greater amount of
help could make viewers feel less sense of impact as the immediate
efect would not take place after the donation, and may demotivate
the donation intention. Such a phenomenon can be explained by
the theory of “collapse of compassion”, which means people tend to
be less enthusiastic about helping when they feel costly support is
expected, e.g., feeling compassionate for one person in pain rather
than worrying about eight people in sufering [17].
The perceived attractiveness refers to how viewers perceive the
visual appeal that arouses interest in an object [71]. For example,
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Choi et al. [21] show how the background color connects with viewers’ attractiveness towards the charity campaign and its impact on
charity performance. In the context of OMCCs, perceived attractiveness afects potential donors’ intention to read the campaign,
which is the prerequisite for a donation decision to make.
These dimensions of frst impressions could be correlated. For
example, it is suggested that the perceived attractiveness is positively correlated with the perceived credibility of a website [100].
However, the level of diferent frst impressions might be inconsistent toward the same campaign, e.g., the contradiction could exist
in the dimension of empathy and justice [69]. Nevertheless, few
works systematically analyze the relationship between these frst
impressions and the donation intention. In this work, we adopt
the standardized measurement of each type of impression and investigate the mutual efect on donation intentions from these frst
impressions. In addition, previous works generally take the multimodality information in campaigns, including both textual and
visual features. However, it is not clear whether visual features
could construct impressions to viewers in medical campaigns. This
study examines the role of images in conveying impressions in the
context of OMCCs.

2.2

Research of image for OMCC

Previous studies have suggested that content and sharing on social
networks are correlated with the campaign performance. It has been
fgured out that the social tie between a donor and a fundraiser [28],
the visual cues (e.g., images) [98, 99], and the textual cues (e.g., title,
descriptions) [134] would infuence the performance of OMCCs,
among which fundraisers have greater control over the latter two
factors. Compared with textual cues, images may attract viewer’s
attention easier, expedite information processing, and be manipulable to shape certain attitudes [3, 58, 82]. The selection of images
has been investigated in the domain of advertising, marketing, ecommerce [5, 20, 56], and it is suggested that a proper image is the
key to persuading viewers [60].
Past research examines the statistical correlation between visual
elements of OMCC images (such as the image theme, the facial expression, age, gender, and the number of people) and the campaign
performance [68, 98, 99, 123, 131, 138]. For example, it has been indicated that the number of people in an image is positively correlated
with the percentage of donation goals achieved [138], while the
average percentage of goals achieved is less for campaigns targeting
males than females [98]. Some works further investigate the role of
the cover image in shaping viewers’ frst impressions and afecting
the performance of an OMCC. For instance, Wang et al. [123] indicate that photographic narratives on the patient’s healthiness or
unhealthiness can evoke positive emotions (e.g., hope, empathy) of
viewers, which might encourage the donation. Yazdani et al. [131]
suggest the positive correlation between the patient’s expressed
emotions from the photography and the viewers’ donation intention, where viewers’ perceived empathy and justice can mediate
the correlation.
Nevertheless, it has been suggested that fundraisers might have
difculty in selecting images for the medical campaign to manifest
their expected frst impressions [61, 63]. For instance, prior research
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fnds it challenging to convey the justice and credibility of a campaign through images when the medical condition is not visually
noticeable (e.g., losing the eyesight) [61]. Although the correlation
between some visual features and certain types of frst impressions
(e.g., perceived empathy, credibility) as well as the fundraising performance have been identifed in the literature, these empirical
fndings are often impractical for fundraisers to follow. First, some
fndings are about attributes of the patient (e.g., gender, age), which
can not be changed by the fundraiser. Second, the perceived frst
impressions of an image are usually a combined efect of various
visual elements [60, 124]. Very little research has comprehensively
examined the efcacy of various kinds of image features in impression delivery under the context of OMCCs. In short, previous
works leave little opportunity for fundraisers to receive explicit
feedback on the image they would like to choose. Instead, our work
focuses on computationally modeling the perceptions received by
the viewers given an image of a medical campaign, which makes it
possible for instant evaluation of OMCC images.

2.3

Computational modeling of Visual
Impression

There have been attempts to model viewers’ perceptions of visual
stimuli in multiple scenarios, such as the colorfulness and usability
of the website [89, 97], the brand personality and visual engagement of mobile UI [127, 128], and the aesthetic of infographics [48].
For example, Reinecke et al. [97] model perceived aesthetics of the
website through the website’s colorfulness, visual complexity, and
user’s demographic information with a linear mixed-efects model.
Wu et al. [126] model user engagement given UI animations through
a deep learning framework with temporal and spatial features as
input. Meanwhile, previous works show the possibility of modeling perceptions toward human pictures. For instance, Vernon et
al. [119] illustrate that frst impressions of human social traits (e.g.,
perceived attractiveness) can be predicted from the photography
of faces by feeding facial attributes into neural networks. Joo et
al. [60] model the perceived emotion and personality of politicians
appeared in the mainstream media through rank SVM with the
input of facial display, gestures, and the scene context. In general,
previous studies model the perceptions either with visual features
through machine learning models, or directly train deep learning
models with the image pixels as input in an end-to-end fashion.
Some machine learning approaches (e.g., tree-based methods) are
often more interpretable than deep learning methods, while the
latter might outperform the former on large datasets [44, 136]. This
research mainly focuses on modeling frst impressions with machine learning models to derive more practical implications.
Although the success of previous works in visual impression
modeling shed light on the prediction of frst impressions for OMCC
images, the aspects of feature sets adopted in past works are usually
relatively small, which may limit the ability to depict human images
and scale of fndings. Moreover, compared with previous studies in
modeling perceptions for human images, the frst impressions of
OMCC images include unique dimensions, such as the perceived
empathy and justice. Therefore, the relationships between visual
features and frst impressions, and whether frst impressions are
predictable with these visual features have not been fully examined.
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To address the gaps, we derive and customize comprehensive visual
feature sets to describe OMCC images, and investigate how frst
impressions are correlated with visual features. We further explore
to model the frst impressions with the visual features through
machine learning models.
Summary of research gaps: According to the theories in the
OMCC-related domains (e.g., pro-social behaviors), we summarize
fve frst impressions (i.e., perceived empathy, credibility, justice,
impact, and attractiveness) that might correlate with viewers’ donation intentions in OMCCs [23, 37, 69, 74, 114]. However, it is unclear
whether viewers can form consistent frst impressions solely based
on the OMCC images and the relationships between diferent frst
impressions and donation intentions. We address the former questions via crowdsourcing in RQ1, and examine the relationships
through statistical analysis in RQ2. Although obtaining a set of
visual features to depict images for impression modeling is essential,
it is under-explored in OMCC images. Moreover, the relationships
between visual features and fve frst impressions have not been
fully investigated. In addition, it is unknown to what extent frst
impressions for OMCC images can be predicted with these features.
To fll the gaps, we frst summarize and customize visual features in
related domains, including content-based features, color-based features, texture-based features, and composition-based features. Then
we explore the correlation between these visual features and frst
impressions perceived by viewers (RQ3). Next, we build machine
learning models with derived visual features to explore the predictability of frst impressions of OMCC images (RQ4), and further
identify contributing visual factors in modeling frst impressions
(RQ5). This work contributes to a deeper understanding of the role
of frst impressions conveyed from OMCC images, and presents
how to model the frst impressions.

3

DATASET COLLECTION AND PERCEPTION
ASSESSMENT

We introduce the research site we investigate and how we create the OMCC dataset. We then introduce details of the survey
questionnaire as well as crowdsourcing procedures.
Ethics and Privacy Protection: Prior to this work, our research team obtained IRB approval for data collection and analysis.
We adopt several protocols to protect the privacy of people who are
included in the campaign image. First, we disable the download of
the images by preventing right click on the MTurk website. Second,
each image can only be displayed once for a limited short time to
ensure participants will not have enough time to take screenshots.
Third, we remove such data from the MTurk database soon after
the closure of the study to eliminate the data leakage issue.

3.1

Research Site and Dataset

We use data from the GoFundMe platform, one of the largest OMCPs. In order to retrieve diverse medical campaigns in the US, we
frst identify a list of disease-related keywords, then search for
related campaigns following the procedure in [66]. Specifcally,
we refer to the common critical illnesses with heavy expenses in
the US, including cancer, heart attack, and stroke, which are the
leading causes of death in the US [1] and are within the coverage of common US critical illness insurance [51]. Then, we collect
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common subcategories of these illnesses from the government websites [19, 59] and medical-related literature [120]. Finally, we obtain
29 keywords of critical illnesses which could have the necessity of
raising crowdfunding, and the complete list of keywords is shown
in Table 1.
Table 1: Query words for scraping campaigns from the GoFundMe platform.
Disease category
1- Cancer

2- Heart Disease

3- Stroke

Subcategory query word
Breast Cancer, Lung Cancer, bronchus cancer,
prostate cancer, colon cancer, rectal cancer, bladder cancer, non-hodgkin lymphoma, kidney cancer,
renal pelvis cancer, endometrial cancer, leukemia,
pancreatic cancer, thyroid cancer, liver cancer
congenital heart disease, kawasaki, arrhythmias,
Sudden Cardiac Arrest, Atherosclerosis, Coronary
Heart Disease, Cardiomyopathy, Heart Failure,
Valvular Diseases, Peripheral Artery Disease, microvascular, Aortic Diseases
Ischemic stroke, Hemorrhagic stroke

We then scrape campaign URLs and associate information with
Python library Beautiful Soup in June 2021. The GoFundMe website supports requesting a maximum of 1, 000 campaigns for each
query word, and we successfully collect 11, 575 unique campaigns
by querying with these 29 query keywords. We collect the cover
image, the tag, the location of the fundraiser, and the created date
associated with each campaign. Each OMCC contains only one
720 × 405 pixels cover image in JPG format. We exclude campaigns
not located in the US or created before the year of 2017 to minimize
the spatial and temporal diferences. We further remove campaigns
that are not with the tag of “Medical, Illness & Healing”, whose main
purposes are not seeking medical help, such as appealing for education donation, whereas containing cancer in the content. After
this step, we obtain a dataset of 7, 039 OMCCs for critical illnesses
in the US.

3.2

Theme Distribution of OMCC Images

An implicit question before sampling images for annotation is how
fundraisers use images for medical crowdfunding on the GoFundMe
platform. Three researchers familiar with the GoFundMe platform
conduct a thematic analysis for images in the OMCC dataset. Two
of them frst randomly sample 100 images from the entire OMCC
dataset, then group them into several clusters and name the theme
for each cluster independently. Next, they meet regularly to compare and discuss images in each cluster, and refne the cluster theme.
After several rounds of iterative clustering and discussion, they
agree with the coding scheme: healthiness narratives with a single
person, healthiness narratives with multiple people, unhealthiness
narratives, collage, and not contain human. Examples of themes are
illustrated in Figure 3.
To understand the theme distribution of the entire dataset, another 800 images are randomly sampled from the entire dataset
for training an image category classifer following [123]. These
two researchers process the image classifcation independently according to the discussed coding themes. They also assign a theme
others if they feel the image does not fall into any theme mentioned
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(a) Healthiness narrative (b) Healthiness narrative (c) Unhealthiness narrative
with a single person
with multiple people

(d) Collage

(e) Non Human

Figure 3: Example image in each theme. Images © GoFundMe.
Table 2: Distribution of our medical campaign image databse.
Theme
Number
Percent

(a) healthiness narrative
with a single person
3123
45.2%

(b) healthiness narrative
with multiple people
2010
29.1%

above. The inter-rater metric Cohen’s κ is 0.88, indicating a strong
agreement [80]. The third researcher screens the images with disagreement and decides the fnal label for those images. We split
these images into a training set (60%), a validation set (20%), and
a test set (20%), respectively. A multi-class classifer is proposed
with the standard ResNet-34 network [50] (pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [29]) as the backbone, followed by a fully connected
layer. The classifer is implemented based on the Pytorch [93], and
achieves an accuracy of 77.9% on the validation set and 78.2% on
the test set. We save the model and predict the image category
for the entire database. The detailed distribution of images in each
theme is listed in Table 2.

3.3

Crowdsourcing Procedures

3.3.1 Image Selection. We frst manually flter out the misclassifed
images in the database. Then we randomly sample 120 images from
each of the three most commonly used image themes (Table 2(a,
b, c)), and randomly sample 45 images from each of the two least
frequently used image themes (Table 2(d, e)) for diversity. In the
end, we select 450 images for annotation.
3.3.2 Survey Qestionnaire. We adopt standardized measurement
of each dimension of frst impressions (i.e., perceived empathy,
credibility, justice, impact, and attractiveness) and the donation
intention from literature in related domains, such as online crowdfunding and charity donation. We tailor these questions according
to our setting. Each question starts with “The presented image
makes you feel ...”, and is measured on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from “1 - Strongly Disagree” to “7 - Strongly Agree”. We list the
questions in Table 3. In total, there are 19 questions.
3.3.3 Crowd Ratings. To collect labels for the perceived frst impressions and donation intentions given the image, we develop
crowdsourcing tasks on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We restrict
crowd workers to be located in the US to eliminate cultural differences across countries. The participants frst report their basic
demographic information, including age and gender. Next, three
images are randomly assigned to each participant for evaluation
one by one. We follow the strategy of fve-second tests in the UX research [33] for each task to measure the frst impressions. In detail,
each image is displayed for fve seconds, then the image disappears,

(c) unhealthiness
narrative
1426
20.6%

(d) collage

(e) non human

244
3.5%

108
1.6%

Table 3: Detailed description of our survey questionnaire.
Dimensions

Perceived
Empathy

Perceived
Credibility
Perceived
Impact
Perceived
Justice
Perceived
Attractiveness
Donation
Intention

Items
Sympathetic
Warm
Compassionate
Soft-hearted
Tender
Moved
The campaign is trustworthy
The campaign is reliable
The campaign is credible
The donation can do a lot of good
The donation can make a big diference
The donation is positive with expected
cosequences
Donating to this campaign is fair
Donating to this campaign is just
Will pay much attention to this campaign
The campaign is attention grabbing
The campaign is efective
I would feel better if I donate
My intention to donate to this campaign
is high

Source

[69, 73]

[91]

[37]

[69, 131]
[21]

[32, 137]

and the survey questionnaire for measuring impressions and intentions (Table 3) is presented. The participants are not allowed to
view the image for the second time so that they can report based
on their frst impressions.
In each task, participants need to answer two identical questions on perceived impressions and are required to select a specifc
option for quality control. The participants are further asked to
explain their ratings for the given image. We flter out invalid tasks
if the answers meet any of the following criteria: 1) fail to pass the
quality control questions 2) consistent patterns in ratings or explanations 3) meaningless explanations for ratings 4) unreasonable
short completion time (less than 50 seconds). Participants will be
given 0.14 USD as a reward for every valid task (maximum three
tasks), and the average duration for each task is about two minutes.
After removing invalid tasks, we sort responses for each image
in chronological order, and only keep the frst fve responses. For
images that remain less than fve valid responses, we repeat the
above-mentioned crowdsourcing steps until the requirement of fve
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valid responses for each image has been satisfed. Eventually, each
image is labeled by fve diferent participants. In total, we recruit
1, 227 participants (55.2% female, age mean ± SD = 37.6 ± 12.3,
age range 18 − 77). The largest age group of participants (41.9%)
falls under the age of 25 − 34 years old, followed by the age range
of 35 − 44 (22.6%). We average the ratings from fve participants
for each image to reduce the possible efect of individual rating
preference. The average standard deviation of fve rating scores
toward each image is in the range of 0.999 − 1.211 for all measured dimensions. Details of the rating statistics are reported in
Section 5.1.

4

METHODS

Our work aims to model viewers’ frst impressions given OMCC images. In this section, we frst introduce the adopted visual features.
Then, based on the extracted and manually annotated visual features, we demonstrate how we defne the frst impression modeling
task and the computationally modeling approaches.

4.1

Predictive Visual Features

Image low-level features have been extensively used for forecasting perceived high-level impressions, such as website aesthetics,
mobile UI engagement [97, 126]. However, few works model the
dimensions of impressions discussed in this paper. We frst survey commonly used features for impression management and user
perceptions that may be correlated with our investigated frst impressions, then organize and list these features in Table 4.
4.1.1 Content-based features. Previous works suggest the content
of the image could afect viewers’ frst impressions [62, 112, 124]
and the donation performance [98]. The content-based features
include three types: the human-related features (description for
human in the image), the location-related features, and the themerelated features (high-level description of the image). The humanrelated features and image theme features are automatically extracted, while the location-related features are manually annotated1 . In detail, for human-related features, we consider the human number, age-related features, gender-related features, emotionrelated features, and facial attributes, which have shown correlation with perceived impressions and/or donation performance by
literature [68, 98, 112, 122, 124, 131, 138]. We compute these humanrelated features with the Amazon Rekognition API [106], a widely
adopted face detection and analysis API recommended by [130].
The Amazon Rekogition API can analyze face attributes for each
detected human in an image with reliable accuracy. After extracting
these human attributes, we calculate the above-mentioned features.
As for location-based features, we focus on whether the image is
captured indoor or outdoor, and for those indoor images, whether
it presents hospital scenery. These two binary features are manually annotated. Lastly, the theme-related features refer to the fve
themes we discussed in Section 3.2.
4.1.2 Color-based features. Previous works have found color infuences human emotions [77]. Various color-related features are
examined for their efectiveness in inferring people’s impressions.
1 In

the future, the manually annotated features can be computed automatically with
training data and the deep learning technique.
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For example, the hue in photographs has an impact on the popularity of Instagram posts [132], while both saturation and brightness
afect the invoked emotion [87]. The semantic color area distribution refers to the area of 11 basic colors in the image by learning
from real-world objects [116]. Similarly, the HSV area distribution measures the area of pixels that fall into a diferent level of
brightness, saturation, and hue [125]. These two color distribution
features provide diferent aspects to describe the image color, which
are both used for emotion classifcation [77].
4.1.3 Texture-based features. Previous studies show that texture
can infuence people’s impression formation on faces and can help
evaluate the attractiveness of images [102]. Tamura texture is suited
to capture the emotional perception of visual textures [72]. We use
the feature of coarseness, contrast, and directionality, which can
capture the high-level perceptual attributes of a texture and are
widely used in visual art appreciation [72]. Wavelet features are
used to examine face attractiveness in the previous study [113].
GLCM features are commonly used for texture analysis [47]. For
each image, we calculate contrast, correlation, energy, and homogeneity by the GLCM function.
4.1.4 Composition-based features. The Previous study has found
the link between image composition and image aesthetics [84].
Level-of-detail can be used to assess image quality [34], which
infuences the performance of OMCCs greatly [138]. A low depth
of feld is the small or narrow area in an image that is in focus, which
is used in professional photographs for shooting single objects by
using larger aperture settings, macro lenses, or telephoto lenses.
Dynamics describes the degree of motion for objects in the picture.
We follow the computation in [77] to classify dynamic and static
lines. Rule of thirds states that the main body of the photograph
should be positioned in one of four intersections of four lines that
segment the image into nine equal rectangles. Rule of thirds is also
used for modeling image emotion [55].

4.2

Computational Models

Based on the extracted and manually annotated visual features, we
propose a series of computational models for assessing the extent
to which an image can manifest frst impressions to a viewer. Since
assessing whether the selected image for an OMCC conveys proper
frst impressions could beneft fundraisers [62, 63], we formulate
the frst impression prediction task as a classifcation task. For each
dimension, images with the mean of fve received ratings greater
than the mean of overall ratings are labeled as “above average”
on that specifc dimension, and those below are labeled as “below
average”. For example, an “above average” image in the dimension
of empathy represents that the conveyed empathy from that image
is above the average level of empathy of our annotated images.
We adopt fve commonly-used machine learning algorithms,
including K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Support Vector Classifer
(SVC), Multi-Layer Perceptron classifer (MLP), Decision Tree, and
Random Forest for classifcation. We select these fve machine learning algorithms for two reasons. First, previous works have shown
the power of these algorithms in modeling frst impressions given
the visual stimuli in diferent scenarios [60, 78, 101, 119, 127], such
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Table 4: Adopted visual features.
Feature Set

Feature Name
Human number
Age-related
Gender-related
Emotion-related

Number
1
3
3
6

Facial-related

5

Location-related
Theme-related
HSV statistics
Semantic color area distribution

2
5
6
11

HSV area distribution

10

Tamura
Wavelet

3
12

GLCM
Level of Detail
Low Depth of Field

12
1
3

Dynamics

6

Rule of thirds

3

Content-based

Color-based

Texture-based

Composition-based

Description
the number of people in the photo
the minimum, mean, and maximum age of people in the photo
the number of female and male, the ratio of female in the photo
the mean of six basic emotion for people in the photo, including
happy, sad, angry, disgusted, surprised, fear
the ratio of people that are smiling, opening the eye or mouth, wearing sunglasses, or normal glasses
whether is captured indoor/outdoor, (not) in hospital
fve themes proposed in Section 3.2
mean of saturation and brightness, hue distribution in 4 dimensions
percentage of black, blue, brown, green, gray, orange, pink, purple,red,
white, yellow pixels
based on Wang features, area of brightness (very low, low, middle,
high, very high), area of saturation (high, middle, low), area of hue
(warm, cool)
three tamura features (coarseness, contrast, directionality)
wavelet textures(spatial smoothness/ graininess) in three levels on
each HSV channel, sum of all levels in each channel
contrast, correlation, energy, homogeneity for three HSV channels
segments number after waterfall segmentation
ratio of wavelet coefcients of inner rectangle to the hue, saturation,
brightness
the line slope of static, dynamic (absolute and relative), lengths of
static lines, and lengths of dynamic lines
mean HSV value of image’s inner rectangle

as predicting human social attributes from photos and brand personality from mobile application screenshots. Second, they are
representative and cover a wide range of classifcation algorithms.
Specifcally, KNN is a distance-based model, while SVC and MLP
use non-linear kernels. Decision Tree is a tree-based model, and
Random Forest is an ensemble of decision trees with the bagging
method. These machine learning models take the extracted and
manually annotated visual features listed in Table 4 as input, and
are implemented with scikit-learn packages [94]. In addition, we
propose a deep learning-based model for comparing the efectiveness of extracted and manually annotated visual features. The deep
learning-based model adopts the ResNet-34 as the backbone, which
is pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset, followed by a fully connected network. We implement the ResNet-34 based model with
Pytorch [93]. For the deep learning-based model, we frst resize
the image to 224 × 224 pixels, then feed the pixels into the deep
network.
To quantify the performance of classifers, we adopt standard
metrics of precision, recall, and F1-score. We randomly split these
images into a training set (80%) and a testing set (20%). We determine
the hyper-parameters of machine learning models by 10-fold crossvalidation on the training set. In detail, the nearest neighbor number
is set as 7 for KNN, the SVC adopts a sigmoid kernel, and the MLP
has a one-layer hidden layer with RELU as the activation function.
The depth for the decision tree is set to 6, while the RF ensembles
35 trees, whose depths are limited to 6. As for the ResNet-34 based
model, we frst split 25% of the training data as the validation set,
and use the early stopping on the validation set for selecting the
best hyper-parameters [18]. The deep learning-based model utilizes
a two-layer fully-connected neural network (20, 2 perceptrons in

Source
[98, 138]
[98, 138]
[98, 138]
[131]
[112, 124]
[112]
[77]
[116]
[125]

[102]
[113]
[47]
[34]
[25]
[77]
[55]

each layer) with RELU as the activation function. After extracting
the embedding from the ResNet-34 backbone, we randomly drop
out 50% of neurons to alleviate the overftting issue. The overall
performance of each classifer, i.e., mean and standard deviation of
classifcation metrics across fve dimensions of frst impressions on
the test set, are reported in Section 5.4.

5

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this section, we frst verify whether viewers can form consistent
frst impressions and donation intention solely based on OMCC
images. Then, we examine the correlation between frst impressions
and donation intentions. We further convey insights on what and
how visual features may infuence frst impressions by analyzing
the Spearman correlation between features discussed in Section 4.1
and perceived frst impressions, and referring to crowd workers’
explanations for their ratings. Finally, we attempt to model frst
impressions computationally, and identify contributing factors for
our models.

5.1

Statistical Analysis for Ratings

In this section, we aim to understand to what extent participants
could form consistent frst impressions after observing an OMCC
image for fve seconds (RQ1). As there are multiple questions for the
same item, we calculate the Cronbach’s alpha value to measure the
internal consistency of ratings for each item [13]. The Cronbach’s
alpha values for all items are greater than 0.85 as listed in Table 5,
indicating very reliable ratings for perceived frst impressions and
donation intentions. We thus calculate the average of ratings for
each item of a task. For each measured dimension, the average
score of the overall ratings (N = 2, 250) is around 4.8, and the
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Table 5: Statistic information of ratings. The overall rating stands for the maintained valid ratings (N = 2, 250), and the per
image SD stands for the standard deviation of the fve scores for each of the annotated images (N = 450). The dashed line in
the column of “Per image SD distribution” stands for the top 2.5% standard deviation of the corresponding dimension.
Cronbach’s alpha

Overall rating
Mean
SD

Per image SD
Mean
SD

ICC

Empathy

0.945

4.990

1.376

1.038

0.476

0.694

Credibility

0.953

4.892

1.330

1.053

0.431

0.648

Impact

0.911

4.884

1.275

0.995

0.434

0.655

Justice

0.874

4.893

1.251

0.999

0.444

0.608

Attractiveness

0.92

4.700

1.591

1.211

0.518

0.697

Donation

0.909

4.538

1.632

1.145

0.489

0.783

average standard deviation of the fve scores for each of the images
(N = 450) is around 1. Table 5 depicts details of descriptive statistics
and distribution of overall ratings as well as the standard deviation
of received scores for each of the images.
We further evaluate the cross-user consistency on each measured dimension with the Intra-Class Correlation (ICC). In our
experiment, each image is rated by k = 5 randomly assigned participants. Therefore, we calculate the ICC(1, k), which measures the
absolute agreement between k raters for each question following
the guideline in [67]. According to the standard criteria [22], the
crowdsourcing participants reach good agreement on all fve frst
impressions (ICC(1, k) > 0.6) and excellent agreement on donation
intention (ICC(1, k) > 0.75) solely based on the medical campaign
images. Among the fve impression items, the perceived empathy
and attractiveness achieve higher agreement, possibly because they
are formed primarily through the afective route [21, 27]. The donation intention rating gains the highest level of consistency across
viewers, indicating the importance of choosing a proper cover image for an OMCC, which is in line with the fndings of previous
works [123, 131]. However, we observe ICC(1,k) of images whose
standard deviation of the received fve ratings exceed 97.5% of
images is smaller than 0.2 on any dimension of frst impressions,
suggesting poor agreement across raters for these images. This
indicates although annotators generally have consistent ratings
of frst impressions towards OMCC images, controversial ratings
might exist for certain images. We will elaborate on this point in
Section 5.4.

5.2

Overall rating
distribution

Per image SD
distribution

Regression Analysis for First Impressions
and Donation Intention

To explore the relations between frst impressions and the perceived
donation intention (RQ2), we conduct regression analysis between
frst impressions (IVs) and the donation intention (DV). All IVs are
frst standardized by centering to zero mean and divided by two
standard deviations following the pipeline in [41]. To ensure the
feasibility of this method, we confrm that the pairwise Pearson
correlation coefcients of predictor variables are all smaller than
0.8, which suggests the collinearity among frst impressions is not
severe [11]. We then calculate the variance infation factor (VIF)
among impression items; the resulting values are all smaller than 4,
indicating that the multicollinearity issue does not exist [118].
We thus proceed to conduct regression analysis and list the
results in Table 6. Model 1 to Model 5 analyzes the correlation
between the individual dimensions of impression and the donation
intention, respectively. These models suggest that all perceived
impressions are positively correlated with viewers’ inclinations
to donate (p < 0.001), which is consistent with the role of these
impressions manifested through multi-modality information in
the donation crowdfunding area [131]. Model 6 combines all fve
impressions for regression analysis. We notice that the correlation
coefcient (0.096) of perceived justice becomes insignifcant in
Model 6 (compared to 2.177 in Model 3), while the signifcant efect
of the other impressions remains the same (Table 6). This may
imply that perceived justice through an image is not a particularly
powerful predictor [57] for the donation intention in the context of
OMCCs. Model 7 removes the perceived justice and achieves similar
performance to Model 6; all remaining impressions – perceived
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Table 6: Regression models for impressions and donation intention. ***: p-value < 0.001.
Predictors
Empathy
Credibility
Justice
Impact
Attractiveness
Intercept
R2

Model 1
2.249 ***

Model 2

2.423 ***
4.538 ***
0.475

4.538 ***
0.504

4.538 ***
0.445

Donation

.366 ***

Justice

4.538 ***
0.551

Donation

Model 7
0.226 ***
0.395 ***
0.946 ***
1.398 ***
4.538 ***
0.685

Donation

.366 ***

Justice
.037

.625 ***

Empathy

.837 ***

Model 6
0.215 ***
0.352 ***
0.096
0.924 ***
1.387 ***
4.538 ***
0.685

.817 ***

Empathy

.638 ***

.073 **
.037

Attractiveness

2.562 ***
4.538 ***
0.616

Impact

Empathy
.755 ***

.9 ***

Model 5

2.177 ***

Impact
.75 ***

Model 4

2.318 ***

.87 ***

Justice

Model 3

.073 **

Donation

.701 ***

Credibility

.126 ***

.442 ***

(a) Mediation analysis for perceived justice.

.903 ***

Credibility

Attractiveness

.126 ***

.442 ***

(b) Mediation analysis for perceived empathy.

Figure 4: Mediation analysis on how other frst impressions afect the correlation between predictor and donation intention.
This fgure demonstrates the correlation of the selected predictor and donation intention before and after adding other frst
impressions. The solid line stands for p < 0.05, and the dash line stands for p > 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001.
empathy, credibility, impact, and attractiveness – stay signifcantly
correlated with potential donation decisions.
To gain a deeper understanding of the relation between diferent
impressions, we further check the mediation efect among them
via bootstrapped mediation analysis [49]. Figure 4(a) depicts the
mediation efects of other frst impressions for perceived justice
toward the donation intention. It shows that the perceived justice
is fully mediated by the other IVs (p < 0.001). This result is consistent with the regression analysis in Model 6 and indicates that
the impression of justice based on a given image is not completely
independent of other frst impressions. Meanwhile, as illustrated
in Figure 4(b), the perceived empathy is only partially mediated
by the perceived credibility, impact, and attractiveness (p < 0.001),
while the no mediation efect with signifcance is observed through
the path of perceived justice. We obtain similar mediation analysis
results for the perceived credibility, impact, and attractiveness and
summarize them in Figure 10 in Section A.1.
In summary, we confrm the possible connection between frst
impressions created by OMCC images and viewers’ tendency to
donate. All dimensions of frst impressions positively correlate with
donation intention with signifcance. However, the perceived justice is not a particular powerful predictor for donation intention
compared with empathy, credibility, impact, and attractiveness, as
suggested by regression and mediation analysis. Since viewers can
form a consistent perception of justice, we still analyze its correlation with visual features and whether it can be computationally
modeled together with other impressions in the subsequent subsections. Meanwhile, we calculate the average rating across fve

annotators as the label of perceived frst impressions for each image
in the subsequent analysis and modeling.

5.3

Feature Analysis for Perceived First
Impressions

We then seek answers for RQ3, what visual features of an OMCC
image might be associated with the perceived empathy, credibility, justice, impact, and attractiveness. We compute the Spearman
correlation between each feature and the fve impression dimensions following [124] to understand their relations, if any. Note that
for features related to human attributes such as age, gender, emotion, and face, we only include images with at least one recognized
human face for the subsequent analysis.
Figure 5 illustrates the Spearman correlation between a specifc
feature (a column) and the fve perceived frst impressions each
in a separate row. We only present the features that show significant correlation (p < 0.05) with at least one frst impression. In
the subsequent sections, we analyze and discuss the relationship
between the most salient features shown in Figure 5. Table 7 lists
the number and percentage of features in each set that signifcantly
correlate with each type of frst impression (p < 0.05). Overall, all
four feature sets contain features that show a signifcant correlation
with frst impressions. Among the four feature sets, a majority (all
> 50%) of the content-based features correlate signifcantly with
frst impression ratings whereas the percentages in other sets are
below 30%, indicating that the content of OMCC images closely
relates to the crowd ratings on frst impressions. This result is in
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Figure 5: Correlation between image visual features and perceived frst impressions. The value in each cell stands for the
Spearman correlation coefcient, *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001. We elaborate on the possible connection between visual
features in the dashed box and perceived frst impressions in the subsequent sections.
Table 7: Number and ratios of signifcantly correlated features in each feature set (p < 0.05).
Feature set
Content-based
Color-based
Texture-based
Composition-based
Full

Feature number
25
27
27
13
92

Empathy
15 / 60%
5 / 18.5%
6 / 22.2%
2 / 15.4%
28 / 30.4%

accordance with previous studies that viewers form the frst impressions of OMCCs primarily based on the narrative elements [62],
which emphasizes the necessity of presenting appropriate content
in images of OMCCs. In particular, all age-related features show signifcant negative correlations with all frst impressions. A previous
study shows that viewers are more generous in donating to children compared with adults in the context of OMCCs [98], and our
work further reveals the possible connection between age-related
diferences and the frst impressions conveyed, implying that adults
may need to exploit other elements in the image to boost viewers’
frst impressions.
The image theme feature provides a high-level description of an
image, and the correlation between the theme and frst impression
ratings varies across image themes. Specifcally, the unhealthiness

p < 0.05 number / percent
Credibility
Justice
Impact
15 / 60%
13 / 52%
14 / 56%
4 / 14.8 %
4 / 14.8 % 8 / 29.6 %
4 / 14.8 %
3 / 11.1%
3 / 11.1%
2 / 15.4%
0/0
1/ 7.7%
25 / 27.2% 20 / 21.7% 26 / 28.3%

Attractiveness
13 / 52%
7 / 25.9%
3 / 11.1%
3 / 23.1%
26 / 28.3%

narrative shows a strong positive correlation with all frst impressions (p < 0.001). In contrast, healthiness narrative with a single
person negatively correlates with all frst impressions, although
this is the most frequently appearing theme in our scraped OMCCs (45.2% of our scraped OMCCs). Figure 6(a) is an example of
the image with the theme of healthiness narrative with a single
person that receives low ratings on all dimensions of frst impressions. Raters explain their low perceived frst impressions given
this image by “the picture does not spark curiosity or sympathy”,
“does not convey much context ... unmotivated to learn the situation”. However, showing multiple people in healthiness narrative
positively correlates with the perceived empathy (p < 0.01) and
has no signifcant relations with the other impressions. Considering the strong positive connection between frst impressions and
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(a) An example of healthiness narrative with (b) An example of healthiness narrative with (c) An example of healthiness narrative with a

a single person receives low ratings on all di- multiple people receives high ratings on all single person and bright background receives
mensions of frst impressions.
dimensions of frst impressions.
high ratings on the dimension of perceived
credibility, justice, and attractiveness.

Figure 6: Samples of images rating. The value after E. (Empathy), C. (Credibility), J. (Justice), I. (Impact), A. (Attractiveness)
stands for the received rating on that dimension, where the color purple represents “below average”, and the color green
represents “above average”. Images © GoFundMe.
the donation intention, the diferent impacts on frst impressions
caused by image themes are in line with a previous fnding that an
unhealthiness narrative of the patient is more efective in attracting
donation compared to a healthiness one [98]. Our result further
suggests that including more people in the image could alleviate
such a negative efect of the healthiness narrative to some extent.
Figure 6(b) is an instance of an image with a healthiness narrative that receives high frst impression ratings on all dimensions.
One rater explains the rationale behind the scores, “They appear to
have a strong male-to-male relationship, perhaps father and son.
Vulnerable men are underrated and more men should seek help.”
Consistent with the result from prior research that color can affect the donation intention [21], color-based features in our analysis
also display a strong connection with ratings of frst impressions.
In particular, brightness positively correlates with perceived frst
impressions in all dimensions with signifcance. According to the
theory of color psychology, higher brightness in the image could
evoke lively emotions in humans [125] For example, Figure 6(c) is
an example image of the healthiness narrative with a single person
with a bright background; it receives high ratings on the dimension
of perceived credibility, justice, and attractiveness. One rater explains the relatively high ratings for frst impressions by “I enjoyed
the bright pink shiny colors and her smile”.
In summary, the correlation analysis shows that the OMCC
image’s theme has a strong association with the perceived frst
impressions, and an image of healthiness narrative with single people tends to get lower frst impression ratings. However, multiple
other visual features show a positive correlation with frst impressions, such as displaying more people or having a large area of
high brightness. However, the statistical correlation between frst
impressions and these visual features does not necessarily suggest
causality. We denote it as one of the limitations in our work, and in
the future, we will conduct causal experiments to ensure if causal
efect actually exists. A possible setting is to conduct the in-situ
photography processing on the original image, such as tuning the
brightness and the color theme of the image, and compare whether
the perceived frst impressions would change compared with the
original one through crowdsourcing.

5.4

Supervised Prediction Performance

This section examines the possibility of predicting viewers’ frst impressions of OMCC images with computational models (RQ4). As
demonstrated in Section 5.1, there exist controversial ratings for a
few data. For example, one image receives ratings of {1, 2.67, 4, 7, 7}
(mean: 4.33, SD: 2.38) from fve crowd workers on the dimension
of attractiveness. This image will be classifed as “low attractive”
according to our criteria (i.e., the mean score is less than the mean
of overall ratings on that dimension), which could be a controversial
label since two out of fve crowd workers rate 7 for it. Therefore,
the average operation for conficting ratings might introduce unreliable ground truth in the dataset, whereas the reliable ground
truth is the prerequisite for training machine learning models [40].
To avoid machine learning models being afected by the controversial data, we flter out images with great inconsistent ratings
(the standard deviation in any dimension is above the top 2.5%,
as illustrated in Table 5) by following processing procedures in
literature [39, 97, 127]. In total, 45 images are removed, most of
which (53.3%) are in the theme of healthiness narrative with a single
person. Since the number of initially sampled images under that
theme is the largest, diverse images under that theme are kept for
training classifers after this step. Finally, 405 images are kept for
computational modeling.
Table 8 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of precision,
recall, and F1-score achieved by each classifer over fve dimensions
of frst impressions on the test set. All our trained computational
models outperform the random guess baseline by a large margin,
demonstrating that viewers’ frst impressions of images in OMCCs
are predictable. The distance-based model KNN achieves the lowest performance in terms of average recall (Mean: 0.632, SD: 0.06),
which indicates that the KNN models fail to recognize certain images with relatively high perceived frst impressions when trying to
predict labels by matching features to those of the training samples.
This result suggests that not all images that manifest great frst impressions are alike, which aligns with previous work that potential
donors have tolerance on images of OMCCs to some extent [62].
The non-linear kernel-based model SVC and MLP as well as the
Decision Tree model improve the average recall and F1-score vastly,
refecting that these models have a higher ability to capture the
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Table 8: The overall performance of classifers. The “Mean” and “SD” represent the mean and standard deviation of the classifer performance across fve dimensions of frst impressions.
Model
Precision (Mean ± SD) Recall (Mean ± SD) F1 (Mean ± SD)
Random Guess
0.548 ± 0.044
0.497 ± 0.099
0.518 ± 0.065
KNN
0.669 ± 0.036
0.632 ± 0.06
0.648 ± 0.029
SVC
0.652 ± 0.102
0.673 ± 0.088
0.658 ± 0.076
MLP
0.676 ± 0.03
0.682 ± 0.029
0.679 ± 0.024
Decision Tree
0.652 ± 0.04
0.704 ± 0.098
0.673 ± 0.041
ResNet-34
0.677 ± 0.021
0.763 ± 0.07
0.711 ± 0.037
Random Forest 0.733 ± 0.024
0.723 ± 0.081
0.727 ± 0.049

(a) Evaluation on each impression.

(b) Evaluation on each feature set.

Figure 7: Evaluation of the Random Forest Model. Figure 7(a) depicts the F1-score on each dimension of frst impressions, and
Figure 7(b) illustrates the mean and standard deviation of F1-score across fve dimensions of frst impressions.
relation between image features and perceived impressions. The
best machine learning model, Random Forest (RF), further boosts
the classifcation performance on all three measures. A possible reason is that the RF model ensembles multiple decision trees , and is
less sensitive to the hyper-parameters when applied in a variety of
tasks [2]. The result is similar to a previous study on modeling the
perceived impression of mobile app screenshots [127], where the RF
model performs the best, showing the generalizability of ensemble
trees. In addition, RF outperforms the deep-learning-based model
ResNet-34, on the overall precision and F1-score, which shows
the efectiveness of our extracted and manually annotated image
features. Although the ResNet-based model has been successfully
applied to multiple scenarios via transfer learning, such as scene
classifcation [75] and cell image classifcation [96], these models
generally require enumerating training samples for decent performance (typically over 10 thousand images), which is much larger
than our dataset. In summary, the perceived impressions can be
computationally modeled with a machine learning model based on
our extracted and manually annotated visual features.
Then we employ and re-train the Random Forest model to predict
individual impressions. Figure 7(a) presents the F1-score of the
RF model achieved on each dimension of frst impressions. The
model achieves better performance on the dimension of empathy
(F1-score: 0.776), credibility (F1-score: 0.761), and attractiveness (F1score: 0.747), while it has a slightly lower F1-score on predicting
perceived impact (F1-score: 0.682) and justice (F1-score: 0.667).
The result implies that the proposed features have relatively lower

prediction power on the perceived impact and justice. A possible
reason is that the perceived impact and justice could be afected by
the dissimilar socio-economic backgrounds of viewers [70, 85]. Thus
our extracted and manually annotated features may not be suitable
for capturing the frst impressions on those two dimensions. In the
future, we could combine more information for better classifcation
performance.
In summary, we demonstrate that the frst impressions of images
in OMCCs can be computationally modeled, and the best model,
Random Forest, achieves an average F1-score of 0.727. In the next
section, we address RQ5 by analyzing the contributing factors for
prediction.

5.5

Analysis for Feature Importance in
Prediction Model

To understand the contribution of diferent categories of features
for predicting each type of impression (RQ5), we train RF models based on separate feature sets. Figure 7(b) compares the F1scores of Random Forest models trained with diferent feature sets,
and that trained with full features. By comparing models trained
with a single feature set, the one using the content-based features
achieves the highest performance (mean: 0.693, SD: 0.028), followed
by those employing color-based features (mean: 0.663, SD: 0.038)
and texture-based features (mean: 0.657, SD: 0.065); the one applying composition-based features (mean: 0.641, SD: 0.092) comes last.
The relative predictive power of feature sets is consistent with the
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(a) The relative importance of the main contributing factors to the fnal model in predicting impressions.

Rank
1
2
3

Emapthy
Feature name
single healthy person
is in hospital
area of color green

Importance
0.044
0.033
0.028

Credibility
Feature name
Importance
single healthy person 0.051
is in hospital
0.030
minimum age
0.029

Justice
Feature name
single healthy person
is in hospital
area of high brightness

Importance
0.051
0.039
0.030

Impact
Feature name
single healthy person
is in hospital
low depth of field0

Importance
0.059
0.044
0.033

Attractiveness
Feature name
Importance
single healthy person 0.044
area of color white
0.036
is in hospital
0.031

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

glcmH.Contrast
minimum age
low depth of field0
glcmY.Energy
area of middle brightness
surprised
area of very high brightness

0.027
0.025
0.024
0.023
0.022
0.020
0.019

glcmS.Correlation
surprised
area of high brightness
fear
area of color blue
area of color orange
area of color green

rule of thirds2
minimum age
low depth of field0
contrast
coarseness
wavelet texture 2
wavelet texture 8

0.026
0.026
0.022
0.020
0.020
0.019
0.019

area of color white
area of color pink
dynamics0
mean brightness value
coarseness
sad
glcmY.Energy

0.032
0.028
0.026
0.023
0.019
0.018
0.017

glcmY.Energy
unhealthiness
area of high brightness
area of color green
sad
segment number
wavelet texture 8

0.027
0.024
0.023
0.023
0.021
0.019
0.019

0.031
0.029
0.028
0.027
0.024
0.021
0.021

(b) The top 10 important features for predicting each dimension of frst impressions.

Figure 8: The relative importance of the main contributing factors to the fnal model in predicting impressions
total number of features showing a signifcant correlation with frst
impressions in each set. This result highlights the importance of
content-based features in establishing proper frst impressions in
OMCCs [62]. Nevertheless, the best performance is achieved by
incorporating these diferent feature sets into the model, which
shows the necessity of considering image features from multiple
aspects for computationally predicting frst impressions.
We further conduct Gini importance analysis [14] for visual features in the RF model to understand the relative contribution of
individual features for classifcation. Figure 8(a) depicts the relative
importance of the top 27 features in the RF model, with which the
model obtains similar performance (an average of 0.711 precision,
0.689 recall, and 0.698 F1-score) to that of the full model. The top 10
contributing factors for modeling each type of the frst impression
are listed in Figure 8(b). In general, the content-based features have
the highest total importance score across models for predicting fve
frst impressions. Interestingly, the importance of the healthiness
narrative with a single person ranks the highest among all prediction tasks, indicating that it is essential to select a proper theme
for the OMCC image. The hospital scenery, photographee’s minimum age, photographee’s emotions, including being sad, fearful,
and surprised, also seem to play a key role in the predictions. This
is in line with fndings in previous works that showing hospital

scenery [123], photographee’s age [82] and emotional delivery [99]
could afect the performance of OMCCs. Some low-level visual
features also have a considerable impact on the classifer’s performance. For example, the area of the color green is among the top
10 important features for predicting perceived empathy, credibility,
and attractiveness. Previous literature suggests that the color green
closely connects with the perceived credibility of the website [104].
Meanwhile, the color green could invoke the viewer’s emotion
of hope and excitement, which associates with empathy [65] and
attractiveness [117], respectively. Note that among these 27 crucial features for predicting frst impressions, 14 of them (including
the area of the color green) do not have a signifcant Spearman
correlation with frst impressions as shown in Figure 5. This may
suggest the relationship between some image visual features and
frst impressions may not be monotonic in OMCC images [12].
In short, the content-based features show superior prediction
power for frst impressions modeling, while incorporating other feature sets further enhances the model performance. In particular, we
highlight the importance of selecting a proper theme for the OMCC
image. Moreover, we suggest there may exist a non-monotonic
relationship between image visual features and frst impressions in
the context of OMCC.

Understanding and Modeling Viewers’ First Impressions with Images in Online Medical Crowdfunding Campaigns

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Refection on computational modeling for
perceived frst impressions

Figure 9: The sample (a) and (d) receive relatively high ratings on all dimensions of frst impressions, whereas the
sample (b) and (c) receives relative low ratings for all perceived frst impressions. The prediction model successfully
predicts the frst impressions for the sample (a) and (b), however, fails for the sample (c) and (d). The ↑ / ↓ represent the
classifcation result by the model (“above average” / “below
average”), and the red arrow denotes error in prediction. Images © GoFundMe.
Figure 9 presents four examples with the ratings of crowd workers and the classifcation result by our RF models. Although our
RF model achieves reasonable classifcation performance, it fails in
some instances. Based on these error cases, we summarize two faws
in the model. First, our model may not fully understand the combinatorial relationship between features. For example, Figure 9(c)
contains a single healthy adult on a vehicle in the outdoor scene. The
model mistakenly assumes that the image delivers proper impressions on the dimension of perceived empathy, justice, and attractiveness. A possible reason could be that the grey area dominates
the color of that image (the vehicle and ground part). Our correlation analysis in Section 5.3 shows that the area of the color grey
positively correlates with all impressions (p < 0.01). However, in
our annotated dataset, the large area of color grey often appears in
black and white images (e.g., Figure 9(a)), while the black and white
narrative is suggested to afect human emotions [36]. The failure
prediction in Figure 9(c) implies that the model fails to understand
the contribution of the area of color grey more due to the color
theme rather than specifc elements in the image.
Another bottleneck is some visual features are not included in
our feature sets. For instance, Figure 9(d) is an underrepresented
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example that utilizes the text and symbol to demonstrate the unhealthiness of the man. Proper frst impressions on all dimensions
except for justice are delivered through this image. For example,
one rater mentions “Cancer is such a devastating illness, the grandfather "Pop" made me interested in more about him and his illness.”.
However, the text and symbol-related features are not included in
our feature set, and thus the model can not understand the semantic
meaning of presenting this information.
Despite the possible failure in predicting frst impressions from
images, we do not claim that viewers’ frst impressions given the
image are the same as those toward the campaign, as content could
afect viewers’ attitudes as well [68]. Nor do we assert that viewers’
high perceived frst impressions must be associated with high donation intention since the donation intention could be infuenced
by other factors like the donation progress of an OMCC [74]. And
fnally, a viewer’s high donation intention does not necessarily
imply a high donation amount, because the actual donation of a
viewer could be afected by other issues, e.g., the lack of money [8].
However, our study demonstrates some elementary understanding
of the connection between frst impressions and donation intention
of OMCC and the possible visual factors that may afect viewer’s
frst impressions, and sheds light on modeling viewer’s frst impressions with visual features via computational approaches. We
discuss how to apply the initial insights of this work to a feedback
system for supporting fundraisers of OMCCs in the subsequent
section.

6.2

Potential applications

6.2.1 Application for OMCCs. A potential application of our work
is a feedback system integrated with OMCPs, which can provide an
instant, automatic assessment of whether an uploaded image could
deliver appropriate frst impressions. As reported in [61], some
fundraisers would worry about whether viewers could understand
their fnancial needs based on their selected images. Our system
could beneft these fundraisers by providing a mirror through which
they can get to know viewers’ judgment beforehand. The fundraiser
can frst prepare multiple candidate images for initiating an OMCC
and then know how well these images convey the frst impression
of each dimension with the help of the system. Eventually, they pick
up images that match the frst impressions they expect to convey
for OMCCs.
Meanwhile, the platforms can recognize important features in
the system for predicting frst impressions, especially those negatively correlated with frst impressions. If the system identifes
potential problems in the image provided by the fundraisers, the
platform could remind fundraisers of the potential negative impact
on viewers’ frst impressions. For example, images of healthiness
narrative with a single person are the most frequently used image
theme in our collected images. Fundraisers could be reminded of
the negative efect of that image theme in delivering frst impressions. In addition, the system can summarize features that have the
potential to increase certain frst impressions and present them to
fundraisers as recommendations, which can function as modifcation direction and facilitate fundraisers fnding proper images.
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It is worth mentioning that the manually annotated image locationrelated features are strongly correlated with the viewers’ frst impressions with OMCC images, and play critical roles in predicting
these impressions. In particular, the location feature of “is in hospital” is among the top-3 important features for predicting all fve
dimensions of frst impressions. To make it practical to deploy
image assessment in OMCPs, the timely identifcation of the location features needs to be implemented. One possible solution is
to invite fundraisers to add location tags to the selected images.
Another promising approach is automatically recognizing location
features with the deep learning technique. For instance, OMCPs can
fne-tune the pre-trained CNN model on the large-scale annotated
location dataset, which is similar to our demonstrated pipeline of
recognizing OMCC image theme with the ResNet-34 based classifer
in Section 3.2. The location annotation can be obtained by engaging
viewers to provide the location tags for the viewed OMCC images.
Meanwhile, to guarantee the human tagging quality, OMCPs can refer to the protocol proposed by reCAPTCHA [121], which achieves
a character annotation accuracy of over 99% by massive internet
users. Eventually, manually annotating location features for OMCC
images could be reliably automated.
6.2.2 Generalizability of Our Work. Although this work focuses
on the visual information of OMCCs, content information also
infuences the frst impressions of viewers a lot [68]. The content
features of OMCCs can easily be incorporated into our model to
consider the multi-modality efect simultaneously. Possible contentrelated features could include content statistic features (e.g., content
length) and LIWC features, which are commonly employed by
works on content analysis of online crowdfunding campaigns [92,
138]. The multi-modality efect can be captured by feeding both
visual features and content features into the RF model.
Meanwhile, although the platform of GoFundMe typically contains only one cover image, other platforms like Qingsongchou,
generally contain multiple cover images that could play complementary roles in manifesting frst impressions [123]. Our approach
can be generalized into these platforms with a cascaded architecture that frst predicts the frst impressions conveyed from every
image using the RF model in this work, then combine another subsequent model to capture the mutual infuence of frst impression
manifestation through multiple images.
Moreover, this work could be applied in other scenarios where
analysis and prediction of visual impressions could help stakeholders or system users, such as visualization design [48] and video
selection for commercial crowdfunding [30]. However, researchers
should tailor the essential impressions, major media type, and interpretable features accordingly.

6.3

Ethical concerns

6.3.1 Potential misuse. Fraud exists in OMCCs through exaggerating, or even faking one’s fnancial need [110]. It is possible that the
feedback system may facilitate fraud through OMCCs, since people
could intentionally choose images that can adequately manifest
frst impressions. To eliminate the deception in OMCCs for better
allocation of social resources, we should pay more attention to
recognizing fraud campaigns. First, OMCPs can detect the misuse
patterns of fundraisers in selecting the OMCC images with the
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feedback system. OMCPs can frst collect user behavior patterns
of using the system, and the label of whether an OMCC is a fraud
or not, then automatically identify malicious users and associated
behaviors via data-driven approaches [109, 129]. Once the system
recognizes potential misuse of the feedback system, the platform
should further examine these OMCCs before they get launched.
Second, since fraud OMCCs exist even if without the feedback
system, the platforms should track and carefully examine the validity of campaigns after they are launched. A possible solution is to
develop a fraud detection algorithm that can utilize multi-modality
information, such as images and texts, fundraiser’s profle information, and the sharing related features. Another direction could
be interface design. As suggested by [103], a novel interface that
shows the reputation data of sellers can support customers recognizing fraud in e-commerce. Therefore, platforms can design the
interface that presents credibility-related information of the campaign and the fundraiser, which may facilitate viewers recognizing
fraud OMCCs to prevent them from being cheated. In addition, as
recommended by Zenone et al. [133], the platform could develop
protocols to verify the fundraiser’s identity, and make it easier for
viewers to report fraud.

6.3.2 Ethical implications. To deploy the frst impression feedback
model into a real application, several ethical issues should be considered. First, the system developer should consider the potential bias
issue in the model. On the one hand, the training data for the model
should cover diverse images. Otherwise, the model may not provide
accurate predictions for less common cases. It would be essential
for underrepresented people, for whom current algorithms rarely
obtain decent performance in recognizing their images [10]. On
the other hand, certain visual factors, e.g., gender-related features,
are not suggested for explaining the predicted frst impressions to
fundraisers. It is possible to frustrate fundraisers as such explanations could leave them a sense of discrimination [46].
Second, fundraisers’ privacy should be protected. Fundraisers
often feel guilty in seeking fnancial support, and do not hope to
become the focus over the internet [90]. Therefore, the feedback
system should not recommend images in other OMCCs that convey
strong frst impressions to another fundraiser. Such an interaction
would both ofense others’ privacy and possibly make the fundraiser
raise privacy concerns in using the system.
Third, the evaluation feedback should be diverse. Similar to the
phenomenon that websites are becoming similar caused by color
scheme standardization and overlap in source codes [45], images
for OMCCs are probably to become alike if similar suggestions on
frst impression management are provided to multiple users continuously. The homogenization of OMCC images could decrease
the perceived attractiveness of these images as viewers are more
engaged to unconventional things [86]. Moreover, repeatedly appearing similar images could cause viewers to doubt the sincerity
of OMCCs [64]. However, sincerity is crucial in the context of OMCCs, as it closely connects with the perceived empathy [15] and
credibility [54]. Eventually, the system may lose the efcacy of
impression management caused by the homogenization of images.
Meanwhile, the system developer should collect feedback of frst
impressions from viewers regularly, and adopt the online learning
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mechanism [4] to update the model and recommendations accordingly, to ensure the feedback remains efective.
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6.4

REFERENCES

Limitations and Future Works

This work contains several limitations. First, we restrain all the
annotated OMCCs and viewers in the US. As the culture could infuence the frst impressions greatly [71], the same conclusion may not
apply to OMCCs in other countries. Future work could explore the
diference in perceived frst impressions across countries. Second,
our work does not distinguish the diference between viewers and
provides a general viewers prediction result. However, the demographic information (e.g., age, gender) and personality of a viewer
(e.g., agreeableness) have the potential to infuence the perceived
frst impressions [81, 83]. In the future, we will incorporate the user
demographic information and user profle to boost the classifer’s
performance further. Third, we notice that controversial ratings
exist for certain images in Section 5.4. Follow-up work could be
investigating why viewers have controversial perceptions and what
image elements might cause the diference. Lastly, as mentioned
in Section 5.3, we provide a correlational analysis between frst
impressions and interpretable visual features, instead of conducting
causal experiments. In the future, we would frst explore the casual
connection between visual features and perceived frst impressions.
Based on the identifed causal relations, it could be promising to
design photography processing tools for OMCCs, e.g., color fltering [128], which provides an in-situ modifcation of the image to
facilitate the manifestation of frst impressions.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present our understanding of viewers’ frst impressions (i.e., perceived empathy, credibility, justice, impact, and
attractiveness) with images in online medical crowdfunding campaigns (OMCCs), and explore the modeling of these frst impressions via data-driven methods. Based on our crowdsourced data,
we confrm that viewers can establish substantial agreement on all
fve dimensions of frst impressions and donation intention with
OMCC images. Moreover, viewers’ frst impressions are positively
correlated with the projected donation intentions. We further predict whether an OMCC image could deliver proper frst impressions
by feeding extracted and manually annotated visual features (i.e.,
image content features, color features, texture features, and composition features) into machine learning models. The results suggest
that our classifers can achieve reasonable high performance for
frst impressions modeling. Combined with the correlation analysis between visual features and perceived frst impressions, crowd
workers’ rationale for ratings, and contributing factors for predicting frst impressions, we identify essential factors for manifesting
frst impressions, such as the image’s theme and brightness. Our
work could beneft fundraisers preparing OMCCs by automatically
assessing whether the selected images could deliver appropriate
frst impressions to viewers.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Mediation Analysis for Impressions
The mediation analysis for perceived frst impressions toward
donation intention are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Mediation analysis for perceived frst impressions
toward donation intention. The solid line stands for p < 0.05,
and the dash line stands for p > 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p <
0.001.

